An optically addressed spatial light modulator that is based on the chemically enhanced bacteriorhodopsin thin film is demonstrated. The underlying principle is the light-induced shift of absorption band of the protein. The device can be chemically or genetically modified for different applications. In our preliminary experiment, a resolution of about 100 line pairs per millimeter with a linear dynamic range of above 100:1 is obtained.
INTRODUCTION
Optical information processing has been an active and broad research area for the last several decades. The inherent advantages such as parallelism and high bandwidth, make optical processing very attractive in applications requiring high speed and large throughput. Spatial light modulators (SLMs) play a fundamental role in optical processing, by providing input/output int.erfaces and processing elements. SLMs can be electrically addressed (e.g. magneto optical devices'1, liquid crystal TVst2, or deformable mirror devices31), or optically addressed (e.g. Pockels readout optical modu1atorst4, liquid crystal light valves'51, microchannel spatial light modulators, or ferroelectric liquid crystal SLMs'71). Ideally, an SLM should have high speed, high resolution, large space-bandwidth product, low energy consumption, high damage threshold, and low cost. Unfortunately, no SLM exists which simultaneously satisfies all six criteria. The interested reader may consult the special issue on SLM Technology in Applied Opticst81 for recent review. In this paper, we demonstrate a bacteriorhodopsin thin film spatial light modulator (BRSLM). It is, to our knowledge, the first SLM that is based on the molecular electronic process of a chemically enhanced wild-type protein. The advantages of the BRSLM include high resolution, large space-bandwidth product, no external voltage, low cost, and excellent cyclicity.
The photochromic protein bacteriorhodopsin (BR) has gained the attention of the optics community due its real time information storage and processing potential9'°'. Recently, its applications to wave mixing"121, second harmonic generation131, nonlinear optical filtering"41, optical limiting'51 and optical memoriest161 have been reported. BR is the light transducing protein found in the purple membrane of the bacterium Halobacterium holobium. Upon absorption of light energy by a ret.inyl chromophore, BR undergoes a complex photocycle characterized by several spectroscopically distinct thermal intermediates with different absorption spectra and life times. The total cycle time is 10 ms. The two photochemical intermediates relevant to this investigation are referred to as bR, representing the initial state (A 568 nm), and M, the longest lived thermal intermediate (L 4l2 nm). Because these two states have significantly longer lifetimes than the other intermediates, the complex photocycle can be simplified to a two-state model. Green photons of around 568 nm will drive the material from the green absorbing bR state to the blue absorbing M state, and blue light will shift the absorption band back to bR state. The photoequilibrium coupling of the these two states is bR(A=47Onm) j M (A=412nm) (200°K) (1) where cb1 and D2 are the corresponding quantum yields. The speed of the above conversions is on the order of microseconds. The intensity transmittance, T, of the film in a state is related to the film's absorbance, A, by the relationship -log10T=A. Figure 2 shows the experimental measurement of the absorbance spectra for the BR film in these two states.
The principle of the BRSLM is based on the above described photo-conversion process. The BR film is originally in the bR state which has a strong green absorption to a coherent reading light within this absorption band. For example, if the reading light is from a 568 nm Krypton laser, the transmittance can be calculated from Fig. 2 as T,,,1,, With the application of a writing beam, which is also in the green band and much stronger than the reading light, the absorption band of the excited regions of the BR film is blueshifted to around 412 nm. The transmittance for the 568 nm reading light is now given by T,,,,, 100.8 after nearly complete conversion of bR to M. In other words, the optically addressed film becomes transparent to the green reading light. Since M is not a stable state, the BR film will thermally relax back to the ground state, bR. The steady state of the BR film depends on the writing light intensity. Thus the transmittance of the film to the reading light is proportional to the writing beam intensity. The dynamic range of transmittance, which is defined as can reach iO. This is adequately large enough for many image processing applications.
The light transmission properties of the BR film can be analyzed by solving the state density function and by using the Beer-Lambert Law 
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A NahC where cL1 and cb2 are the quantum yields for the forward and backward phototransformation, respectively. CbRO) and cQ) are corresponding molar extinction coefficients. 1(A) is the illumination spectrum density. N is Avogadro's number, h is Plank's constant, C is the speed of light. Solving Eq. 2 for steady state and substituting the result into the Beer-Lambert law of absorption, the transmission for the nth differential layer of optically addressed film, T, is approximated by
where ad is the thickness of the differential thin layer. The total transmittance for a film of finite thickness is obtained by multiplying the T of each differential layer. Computer simulation of the intensity transmission for the ideal reading wavelength of 568 nm is shown in Fig. 3 .
EXPERIMENT
The experimental setup for characterizing the BRSLM is depicted in Fig. 4 . A binary input is illuminated by a tungsten white light source and imaged onto the BR film by lens L1. An Argon ion laser provides the coherent light of 515 nm to read the optically addressed (absorption shifted) BR film. A narrowband interference filter blocks out the transmitted white light. The combination of polarizing beam splitter and polarizer further eliminates the white light within the bandwidth of the interference filter so that only the coherent laser light can reach the output plane. Detectors 1 and 2 are used to measure the reading and writing light intensities, respectively. Figure 5 shows the intensity response for a 5X5 mm2 input aperture. It can be seen from the curve that a linear dynamic range of> 120 is achieved. This result is consistent with the prediction from Fig.2 . It is worthwhile to point out that the reading light intensity must be maintained to be much weaker than that of the writing light. Otherwise, the dynamic range will decrease. This observation is because a strong green reading light blue-shifts the absorption band thus making the unaddressed part of the film, which corresponds to the dark part of the input, transparent to the reading light as well. The dynamic range is expected to be much improved if 570 nm Krypton ion laser were used, because the stronger absorption of the bR state at this wavelength would make the unaddressed region less transparent.
The resolution of the BRSLM is measured by placing a US Air Force resolution chart in the input plane of Fig. 3 and by using an additional lens, L, behind the film to image the pattern on the film onto the output plane. Due to the small aperture and numerical aperture of the lenses used, the pattern of relolution chart on the BR SLM is reduced to 1f2.5 of its original size. Figure 6 shows the experimental results. From these output patterns, the resolution of the BRSLM is greater than 100 line pairs per millimeter. The limit in resolution is due mainly to the resolution of the imaging lenses, which are just ordinary camera lenses. The intrinsic resolution of the BR film is known to exceed 2000 line pairs per millimeter [9, 10] , The space-bandwidth-product (No. of pixels) of the BRSLM under investigation is 1.4x1O. This number can be dramatically increased with a large film, which is quite technically viable. Writing speed is proportional to the intensity of the writing light. Under the present experimental conditions, response times varied from milliseconds to seconds.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have demonstrated an optically addressed SLM that is based on the large shift of absorption band for a thin film containing chemically enhanced bacteriorhodopsin. A dynamic range of 1O' is expected with the optimum reading wavelength 568 nm. In our preliminary experiment using a 5 15 nm Argon laser, the spatial resolution of the device exceeds 100 line pairs per millimeter, and the dynamic range is about 120. Time response is dependent upon intensity.
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